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Using the Aviation and Aerospace Orientation Program
Essential Skills Workbook
The Aviation and Aerospace Orientation Program Essential Skill workbook is not
intended for use as a self-directed independent learning tool. It has been
designed to augment the Aviation and Aerospace Orientation Program
curriculum and support the learner in attaining Essential Skills that are
paramount for success in the workforce. The activities serve to strengthen
foundational skills and reinforce basic concepts.
There may be activities in the workbook that require students to solve
mathematical calculations or respond with a long passage. While there is space
allotted for the activities within the workbook, it may be necessary for the
student to work on a separate page/notebook.
Where applicable the workbook is accompanied by an Answer Guide containing
sample answers/responses. These Answer Guides also cross-reference the
workbook topics to the Aviation and Aerospace Orientation Program curriculum.
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Section One: Document Use in Aviation Maintenance
Document literacy is the ability to give or acquire information in a format other
than the formal written text. Signs and symbols give directions and warn of
danger. Charts, graphs, sketches, drawings and schematics are methods used in
aviation maintenance to ensure proper procedures are used in the completion of
a maintenance task.
This workbook will take you through a maintenance procedure on a helicopter,
which will help you understand the importance of document literacy.
The main power driveshaft of the helicopter connects the engine to the
transmission (see Figure 1-1 and 1-2). Due to the aerodynamic forces on the
main rotor system and transmission, they require a certain amount of flexibility
and movement, whereas the engine is hard mounted to the frame of the
helicopter. The design of the driveshaft (Figure 1-3) allows for this movement
without disturbing the hard engine mounts. However daily inspection for
premature metal fatigue and part failure must be carried out as well as periodic
maintenance on the driveshaft’s flexible ends.
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Activity 1-1 – Student’s Challenge
Imagine you are an Aviation Maintenance Technician/Engineer (AMT/AME). Your
task is to remove, clean, inspect, condition, lubricate and reinstall the driveshaft
on a Bell helicopter.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Use flight log to determine flight time for inspection.
Use ATA codes to determine chapter and subsection of manual.
Identify scope of task from drawings and procedures in manual (mimetic
documents).
Use Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS)
symbols and Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) sheets for safety
information for required lubricants.
Use graphs and charts to perform maintenance check.

Figure 1-1 – Driveshaft

(Graphic reproduced with permission from G. Bloom,
source: www.helicopterpage.com/images/parts.jpg)
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Figure 1-2 – Main Power Driveshaft

(Assembly drawing reproduced with permission from Bell Helicopter)

Figure 1-3 – Design of Driveshaft

(Assembly drawing reproduced with permission from Bell Helicopter)
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Section Two: Information Search
Logbooks
In order for an aircraft to legally fly in Canada it must have two current
logbooks. One is for the pilot to document all of the flights including where the
flight takes place, the duration, the total accumulated flight time since the
aircraft was new and a record of the crew. The second document is a technical
logbook, completed by the aircraft maintenance technician/engineer (AMT/AME),
used to record all maintenance procedures, changes to the aircraft and a
projected maintenance schedule.
Every aviation company has its own method of recording this important flight
and maintenance information. The log sheet (on the following page) is for a Bell
206 Jet Ranger helicopter which will require a main driveshaft maintenance
procedure when it reaches 3297 total flying hours.
Activity 2-1 – Using Forms
Use the VIH Journey Log Sheet and Maintenance Status Card (Figure 2-1), to
answer the following questions:
1.

How many items or information boxes are there on the journey log?

2.

How many boxes pertain to the pilot?

3.

How many boxes pertain to the aviation maintenance technician?

4.

Is the pilot qualified to do the daily check?

5.

What is the registration of this helicopter?

6.

If 1000 hours of flight time is considered a fairly new machine and
20,000 hours an old one; what is this helicopter?
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Figure 2-1 – VIH Journey Log

(Reprinted with permission from VIH Ltd.)

7.

How many hours did Mike fly on July 12th?

8.

Where did this helicopter spend the night of July 12th?

9.

Describe flight number 2 with respect to start(s) and landing(s).

10.

How many more hours can this helicopter fly before the driveshaft
maintenance procedure must be carried out?

11.

If this machine averages 5 flight hours per day, when should this
maintenance procedure be carried out?

12.

If this Bell 206 Jet Ranger is considered a light helicopter, what VIH
office would this log information be sent to?

13.

Is this helicopter a single or twin engine helicopter?

14.

Complete box 7 and box 9.

15.

What was the result of the engine power check (“O.K.” or “Fail”)?
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Section Three: Read Tables and Lists
ATA Codes
Maintenance Manuals are so detailed they fill dozens of binders to support one
aircraft. An international organization, Air Transport Association (ATA), got
together with all the major aircraft manufacturers who agreed to organize their
manuals so AMTs/AMEs can quickly source systems information using codes.
The codes begin with chapters pertaining to regulations and publications and
general information (e.g., scheduled maintenance, lifting procedures, placards,
standard practices). Then they become more specific with respect to chapters on
systems like airframe, power plant, flight controls, electrical, hydraulic,
pneumatic, etc. Each specific chapter is then further broken down into subsystems and coded accordingly.
Example:
Chapter 24
24-00-00

Electrical Power

24-10-00

Generator Drive

24-20-00

AC Generation

24-30-00

DC Generation

Chapter

Details within sub-system
Sub-System

Therefore, anything electrical would be found in Chapter 24, and information on
the DC Generator would be found in Chapter 24, within subsection 30. The ATA
Codes will direct you down to the specific information as efficiently as possible.
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Activity 3-1 – Information Search
1.

Using the ATA Codes Index (Table 3-1), fill in the blanks below:
Chapter Number

2.

a.

Title
Airworthiness Limitations
Schedule

b.

Weight and Balance

c.

Servicing

d.

Fire Protection

e.

Fuel System

f.

05

g.

07

h.

32

i.

35

j.

63

What chapter and title pertain to the main power driveshaft?
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Table 3-1 - ATA Codes Index
Chapter
01

02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Title

Chapter
50
51

Regulations,
Publications,
Ethics and
Responsibilities
Academic Subjects
Aircraft Basic Sciences
Airworthiness Limitations
Schedules
Time Limits/Maintenance
Checks
Dimensions and Areas
Lifting and Shoring
Levelling and weighing
Towing and Taxiing
Parking and Mooring
Required Placards
Servicing
Unassigned
Equipment Operation
(Unassigned)
Training (Unassigned)
Unassigned
Unassigned
Vibration and Noise Analysis
Unassigned
Standard Practices Airframe
Air Conditioning,
Air Distribution and
Ventilation
Auto Flight
Communications
Electrical Power
Equipment and Furnishings
Fire Protection
Flight Controls (Fixed Wing)
Fuel
Hydraulic Power
Ice and Rain Protection
Instruments
Landing Gear
Lights
Navigation
Oxygen
Pneumatics
Vacuum
Water and Waste
Electrical Panels (Unassigned)
Unassigned
Water Ballast
Integrated Modular Avionics
Unassigned
Cabin Systems
Central Maintenance System
Information Systems
Inert Gas System
Unassigned
Airborne Aux Power

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
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Title
Accessory Compartments
Standard Practices and
Structures
Doors
Fuselage
Nacelles/Pylons
Stabilizers
Windows
Wings
Unassigned
Reserved for Airline Use
Standard Practices
Propeller/Rotor
Propellers/Propulsion
Main Rotor
Main Rotor Drive System
Tail Rotor
Tail Rotor Drive System
Folding Blades/Pylon
Flight Controls (Rotary Wing)
Unassigned
Unassigned
Standard Practices Engines
Powerplants
Engine Turbine/Turbo Prop,
Ducted Fan/Unducted Fan
Engine Fuel and Control
Ignition
Air Systems
Engine Controls
Engine Indicating
Exhaust
Engine Oil Systems
Starting
Turbines
Water Injection
Accessory Gearbox
Propulsion Augmentation
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Charts
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Instrument Systems
(Reserved for Airline Use)
Electrical Systems
(Reserved for Airline Use)
Avionics
(Reserved for Airline Use)
Wiring Diagrams
(Reserved for Airline Use)
Unassigned
Unassigned

Section Four: Read Schematic and Assembly Drawings
Mimetic documents, as the name suggests, mimic the appearance of the thing
they illustrate. Mimetic documents include photographs, drawings, blueprints,
diagrams and schematics. In many cases, mimetic documents convey
information about the appearance, dimensions, spatial arrangement and
functioning of things more effectively than text.

Three-Dimensional Representations
Drawings are used instead of photographs because it is easier to reduce the
level of detail and emphasize a few important features. There are different types
of three-dimensional representations. The most common ones are oblique
projection, isometric projection and perspective drawings.
Figure 4-1 – Representation Drawings

Oblique Projection Drawing

Isometric Projection Drawing

Perspective Drawing
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Most three-dimensional drawings found in aviation manuals are isometric
projections. A common variation of the isometric projection is the exploded
drawing used to show how something is assembled. The exploded drawing
shown in Figure 4-2 is comprised of different components. Different line types
are required to complete a drawing. These line types are used to indicate
outlines, hidden objects, order of assembly and connecting text to items or
areas on a drawing. Other than lines, text is also found on drawings. Text in
word or numeric form is used to describe, identify, number and quantify items
or areas on a drawing.
Figure 4-2 – Driveshaft Assembly

(Assembly drawing reproduced with permission from Bell Helicopter)

In Figure 4-2 we find numbers pointing to parts and those same numbers are
also found in a parts list at the top of the drawing. This drawing also contains
dashed lines representing the alignment and assembly of these parts.
Example: Follow the shaft rotation forward from turbine (part 7) to the
transmission and main rotor shaft through part 5 and rearward from
the turbine through the tailrotor driveshaft (part 9) to tailrotor
gearbox (part 8). What is part 5?
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The following pages are taken from the Bell 206 Maintenance Manual and
pertain to the main driveshaft lubrication. Note the instructions are in
chronological order, short sentences beginning with a word like “remove”,
“clean”, or “inspect” and refer to a part number on an isometric drawing (see
the following three pages – Figure 4-1*).(*Note: In the actual manual, the drawing is
between the instructions. For ease of use, we have kept the instructions together.)

Activity 4-1 – Reading Instructions and Assembly Drawings
1.

Do you think parts number 3 and number 11 are the same and can be
interchanged?

2.

What is to be done with parts number 4 and 9 “packing” (o-rings)?

3.

Detail “A” on the drawing pertains to what number instruction?

4.

What part number fits into the outer coupling “8”?

5.

How much grease is applied to the inside teeth of part number 8?

6.

Are both ends of this shaft the same?

7.

What caution is given regarding the assembled driveshaft?

8.

What are you looking for during the inspection phase?

9.

If defects are noted, what are you instructed to do?

10.

What code is given to the special grease you must use?
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Figure 4-3 – Main Rotor Drive System

(Reprinted with permission from Bell Helicopter)
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(Reprinted with permission from Bell Helicopter)
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(Reprinted with permission from Bell Helicopter)
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Section Five: Read Signs, Symbols and Labels
Signs and Symbols
Signs and symbols are extremely. A red traffic light has a meaning we all know
– STOP, and green we know as – GO. The aviation industry uses signs and
symbols to direct and warn us. They direct us to follow proper procedures and
warn us of possible dangers. Figure 5-1 (following 5 pages), identifies the
location of placards, signs and symbols.
Activity 5-1 – Interpreting Signs, Symbols and Labels
Using Figure 5-1 as a location guide and accompanying descriptions, answer the
following:
1.

What is the description of the graphic at location 5 and location 6?

2.

What is the description of the graphic at location 13?

3.

What is the description of the graphic at location 14?

4.

What is the description of the graphic at location 25 and where would
you find it in the helicopter?

5.

What is location 11? How much weight can be placed at location 11?
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Figure 5-1 – Placards and Markings

(Reprinted with permission from Bell Helicopter)
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(Reprinted with permission from Bell Helicopter)
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(Reprinted with permission from Bell Helicopter)
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(Reprinted with permission from Bell Helicopter)
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(Reprinted with permission from Bell Helicopter)
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Activity 5-2 – Thinking Critically About Signs and Symbols
Figure 5-2 is an example of an emergency brochure that is similar to one that
may be found in any helicopter. Using this brochure, answer the questions
below:
1.

Where is the fire extinguisher located?

2.

What is included in the survival kit?

3.

What are 2 other items in the emergency equipment?

4.

What visual symbols (graphics) are used on the right side of the
brochure?

5.

Explain another situation this brochure depicts.
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Figure 5-2 – Emergency Brochure

(Reprinted with permission from Helicopters Canada)
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Signs, Symbols and Labels - Workplace Hazardous Materials
Information System (WHMIS)
Signs, symbols and labels are used in the identification and handling of
materials and dangerous goods. WHMIS is Canada’s national hazard
communication standard (Health Canada, http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/ewhsemt/occup-travail/whmis-simdut/index-eng.php). WHMIS requires all
workplace materials a) be classified as to their potential hazard; b) be labelled;
and c) have an information sheet available (Material Safety Data Sheet
(MSDS)). These symbols are accepted by all occupations. The following is a
basic chart identifying WHMIS symbol language:
Figure 5-3 – WHMIS Symbols and Sample Label

(Reprinted with permission from SkillPlan)
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Labels
There are two (2) main kinds of WHMIS labels; Supplier labels and
Workplace labels.
BOTH OF THESE TYPES OF LABELS MUST BE:
♦
Clear (legible)
♦
Easy to read
♦
Prominently displayed on the product
Supplier Labels
Every controlled product must have a complete supplier label. A supplier label
has a distinctive "slash-marked border".
The seven (7) required pieces of information on a Supplier
Label:
1.
Products’ name or identifier
2.
Suppliers’ name or identifier
3.
Symbols or symbols for each of the classes, which apply to that
product
4.
Main hazards of the product
5.
Precautions you should take
6.
First-aid measures
7.
A reference to the MSDS for more information
All supplier labels must be written in both English and French.
If the product is not properly labelled, it cannot be used. The product may be
refused or it may be stored until an appropriate label can be obtained.
Figure 5-4 – Supplier Label
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Workplace Labels
Just as the name suggests, workplace labels are applied at the workplace. They
are used when a controlled product is transferred from a supplier's container or
bulk storage container to workplace containers. These containers may also be
referred to as secondary containers. Unlike the supplier labels, a workplace label
is written in the language of the workplace.
Another use for workplace labels is to replace damaged supplier labels.
The three (3) required pieces of information on a Workplace
Label:
1.
Name of the product
2.
Information on how to use the product safely (safe handling
information)
3.
Reference to the MSDS for further information
Figure 5-5 – Workplace Labels
PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION
SAFE HANDLING/ PERSONAL PROTECTION
___Wear Protective Gloves
___Wear Respiratory Protection
___Wear Face/Eye Protection
Refer to Material Safety Data Sheet for
additional information on this product
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Transportation Labels
The Transportation of Dangerous Goods (TDG) program controls the shipment of
dangerous goods and provides the information needed by emergency response
personnel to deal with transportation accidents and spills. A system of diamondshaped placards and labels is used to identify dangerous goods. Different colours
and symbols depict the dangers peculiar to each regulated product. (Health
Canada website, http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/ewh-semt/occup-travail/whmis-simdut/transporteng.php#a1)
Figure 5-6 – Transportation Label

(Reprinted with permission from SkillPlan)
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Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
MSDSs contain more information and technical data than the supplier label or
workplace label. It describes the product’s properties, hazards, first aid
measures and safe handling information.
There is no universal or standard format for MSDSs so the format and
arrangement of the categories can differ from company to company. Even the
headings may be different. However, information must be supplied in each of
the categories for the MSDS to be considered complete.
WHMIS MSDSs have 9 (nine) categories of information
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Product Information
Hazardous Ingredients
Physical Information
Fire and/or Explosion Hazard
Reactivity Information
Health Hazard Information
Preventative Measures
First Aid Measures
Preparation Information

It is up to you to make sure that you know where the MSDSs are kept at
your workplace.
If you do not know, you need to ask someone (e.g., team leader, supervisor).
Activity 5-3 – Thinking About Hazard Symbols
All controlled products will have one or more hazard symbols. These symbols
will allow you to identify the general hazards of the item at a glance. You will
need to consult the supplier label or the MSDS for more detailed information.
Using the information provided in Section 5 (including the Figures 5-3 to 5-6)
please respond to the questions below:
1.

What is the hazard implied by the label in Figure 5-3?
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2.

There are seven (7) pieces of information that are required on supplier
labels, list them.
a.

e.

b.

f.

c.

g.

d.
3.

There are three (3) pieces of information that are required on workplace
labels, list them.
a.

4.

b.

c.

What are the nine (9) transportation of dangerous goods classes of
materials?
a.

f.

b.

g.

c.

h.

d.

i.

e.
5.

What are the nine (9) sign colours for the transportation of dangerous
goods?
a.

f.

b.

g.

c.

h.

d.

i.

e.
6.

What should you do if you cannot locate the MSDS in your workplace?
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Section Six: Interpret Information
Power Check
Graphs are a means of showing changes in one function in relationship to
changes in another. They are used in aviation to determine the acceptable
performance of systems or parts. Because aircraft are exposed to different air
pressures (altitude changes) and temperatures, most charts relate to
performance with respect to atmospheric conditions. These charts are used by
engineers to determine if engines are performing to acceptable standards.
Example:
Using Figure 6-1 and 6-2, the “Performance” insert follow the example below:
1 – Begin with outside air temp 10 degrees (follow hashed/dotted line)
2 – Pilot applies power (pulls collective)
3 – Turbine outline temperature (TOT) reads 740 degrees
4 – Altitude reads 5000 feet
5 – Torque should read 93% or better (within engine specifications)
Activity 6-1 – Power Check
Using Figure 6-1 plot the
• Temperature
• TOT
• Altitude

following valves on the Power Check graph
12C
760 degree
6,000 feet

1.

What is the corresponding torque value?

2.

Your aircraft C-GABZ showed 100% torque. With these values
temperature, TOT and altitude, is the engine performing within
acceptable limits? Explain.
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Figure 6-1– Power Check Graph

(Reproduced with permission from Bell Helicopter)
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Figure 6-2– Performance

(Reproduced with permission from Bell Helicopter)
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